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Abstract: 
The time between when a fire crew is dispatched to a fire and when it arrives is an 
important factor in determining the size of a forest-fire and the resources required to put 
the fire out.  Traditionally, travel time has been looked at as a point-to-point network 
problem.  In this case, travel (by vehicle and by foot) may start and end at an infinite 
number of locations across the landscape.  A raster approach has been used to solve the 
travel time problem for quick, real-time answers to be used in simulation modeling. 
 

Introduction 
Simulation modeling techniques are being used to develop the Wildfire Initial Response 
Assessment System (WIRAS), a planning model that will help determine appropriate 
staffing levels and strategies for initial attack of wildfires in the Western US.  To 
determine fire workloads throughout the nation, the model uses historical records of fire 
occurrence and weather combined with topography and fuels mapping to obtain estimates 
of fire behavior across the region and through the season.  The fire incidents in the model 
occur as they were recorded from past seasons - across the landscape, regardless of the 
occurrence of road networks.  When a fire is detected in the model, the dispatch function 
needs to determine the closest available fire fighting resources for dispatch and when 
those resources will arrive at the incident and begin suppression activities.  The model 
allows fires to grow at a rate determined by the fuels, topography and the weather that 
occurred historically, until either the fire has been controlled through the production of 
containing fire line, or the fire escapes initial attack efforts and becomes a “large fire”, 
where, in practice, a different organization engages the fire outside of the scope of initial 
attack.  

Since the fire grows as time in the model passes, the longer the response time for an 
initial attack, the more time the fire would have to grow and the more work would be 
necessary to contain it,  hence the need for an estimate of travel times to incidents.  At 
any instant in the model, resources available for dispatch may be found in one of four 
situations:  

• at a base (a fire station),  
• at the point of release en route to a fire,  



• at a fire that has just been contained, or 
• in transit back to base.   

Resources can be released en route to a fire because the first dispatch of resources to a 
fire is based on the imperfect information available at the time of detection - expected fire 
behavior, values at risk, and system-wide workload.  Once the first resources arrive at the 
incident and size up the situation, excess capacity may be released from that incident 
even if those units haven’t arrived at the incident and would then be available for 
dispatch to other incidents.  Conversely, the situation may warrant additional resources 
which would require the dispatch module to find additional resources, if available. 

Traditionally, anecdotal information on response time has been used in fire planning 
models.  Often, only estimates of travel time from a set of resource bases to a few 
representative fire locations are estimated in advance of any modeling.  While this may 
work to a degree when representing a day when there are only a few incidents, a day with 
multiple fires will tax the Initial Attack organization and this approach will not accurately 
portray the way the system works.  As described above, resources will be available to be 
dispatched fire-to-fire, or to be reassigned while in transit either to or from other fires.  
Because of the huge number of possible locations from which resources could be 
dispatched and the response times that would needed, it was apparent that the traditional 
table-based, station-to-fire approach would not work within the WIRAS simulation 
system.  To handle this, as well as handle the response to fires that are not on the 
transportation network, a raster-based model is being developed using empirical data.  
Various positioning techniques are being used to capture this information on the Umatilla 
National Forest in Northeast Oregon.  In addition to the dispatch record, which tracks 
resources, locations and times, GPS positions of the fire fighting resources are being 
logged and tracked in real time to get more precise measurements of vehicle movements 
during dispatch activities.   

To accurately capture the reality that fires don’t necessarily occur on the transportation 
network, there are two modes of travel in the response time model: the vehicle portion on 
the transportation network and the remainder, the walk- in portion.  For the vehicle 
portion, three data sets are being developed to capture the characteris tics of the response 
trips.  The first set is the Dispatch Records that contain the report of the incident name 
and location, the units dispatched to that incident with their starting locations, and those 
units’ respective times of dispatch and arrival at the incidents.  The second data set is 
from a GPS logging system that continually records Position, Time and Velocity of the 
instrumented resources (engines, tenders and crew vehicles) and the third is a radio-based 
tracking system that records time and location of the resources when the resources call 
dispatch on the radio.  The walk- in portion of the trip currently uses a human physiology 
model to estimate travel times.  This is based primarily on slope with reductions due to 
lack of trails and cover.  Personnel tracking tools are being developed to build a walking 
database similar to the vehicle portion and create a travel resistance surface model based 
on terrain, trails and cover. 

The travel time model is being developed so that it may be implemented with existing 
information - no new information should need to be gathered to implement the model.  



GIS data sets representing transportation networks and terrain exist throughout the forest 
system and are being used as predictors.  Once developed, the traditional minimum 
duration problem as expressed in Arc INFO’s Grid module is too slow to be used 
responsively inside the WIRAS simulation model.  A heuristic approach to estimate the 
quickest response time was developed that is called from within the simulation system to 
derive on-the-fly estimates of response times from the available resource pool. 

Data 
Three types of empirical data are being collected for the dependent variable that will be 
used to develop the model of travel response times – dispatch records, continuously 
logged vehicle position, time and velocity measures, and a radio-based real-time tracking 
system.  Existent data in the forest GIS database will be used as the independent, 
predicting variables. 

Dispatch Records  
Record keeping is a large part of the dispatch of initial attack resources.  Records include 
information about the incident, which units are responding, the time and location of the 
resource when it was dispatched, and the time that the resource either arrived at the fire 
or if released prior to arrival, the time and position of the resource at release.  Release of 
resources en route to fires occurs when resources are automatically dispatched, based on 
the imperfect information available to the dispatch about fire behavior and to protect at-
risk properties against potential damage, in a “better safe than sorry” approach.  Once the 
first resource arrives at the fire and sizes up the situation, either more resources may be 
requested if the previously dispatched resources are insufficient for control, or, 
conversely, resources en route may be released if there are already sufficient resources at 
the fire. 

This information allows the data from the other two positioning databases to be 
segregated into dispatch versus non-dispatch activities.  It also provides an opportunity to 
evaluate the workload that non-productive responses, such as false alarms, have on the 
suppression organization. 

Dispatch record quality: 
The dispatch record is based on the voice communications between the fire fighting 
resources and the dispatchers.  The locations of the resources are often imperfect, with 
general areas often used as references, or local idiomatic references used to describe a 
location.  During an active fire situation, additional temporary dispatchers may be used, 
introducing more variation.  Systematic errors commonly occur when recording positions 
(decimal degrees versus decimal minutes versus degrees/minutes/seconds) and time (12-
hour versus 24-hour clocks).  Additional errors may result from misunderstandings either 
in hearing or recording radio communications. 

GPS Logging System: 
The logging sys tem records the GPS-determined Time, Position and Velocity of initial 
attack vehicles on a self contained memory card for later collection.  The frequency of 
data point collection is definable; fifteen seconds was chosen in this situation as a 



compromise between data overload and being able to collect the nuances of the 
transportation system at expected rates of travel.  The units have a sleep mode that stops 
data collection when the unit is not moving.  There is no user intervention with these 
devices- these units record positions regardless of the intent of the activity.  Figure 1 
shows a typical installation where the logging unit was mounted to the steering column.  
Note that this location is behind a panel, requiring no user interaction, out of sight and out 
of the way of loose objects that might dislodge the power or antenna connections during 
operations.  The primary requirements for placement of the device are that they need 
access to power, the antenna must have access to the sky, and the compact flash card in 
the unit must be accessible for data retrieval. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. A typical installation of a GPS logging unit. 

 

These units are off-the-shelf packages designed for fleet management.  The data is stored 
in a proprietary format that can be converted into a delimited text file with a select subset 
of NMEA data items – Time, Position, and Speed.   



GPS logging quality: 
On some occasions when the units first start up (a cold start), many minutes can pass 
before a GPS unit acquires its first position fix.  During this time, not records will be 
collected.  In the worst case, the unit may be several miles down the road from where it 
was dispatched; this illustrates the need for other data sources to locate the time and 
position of a unit’s dispatch.  Fortunately, this lack of data is usually close to the base, 
where data has been collected on other, hot-start runs.  Forest canopy and terrain may 
also prevent continuous data collection when the GPS unit can not acquire sufficient 
satellites for positioning.  Occasionally, positions are either singly or systematically out 
of tolerance as seen in middle of Figure 2.  Note that the left half of the inaccurate data is 
coincident with another road, which, in this case, happens to be closed! 

 

Figure 2.  Positional misalignment of GPS logged position data.  The track of blue points 
crossing the center of the picture from left to right is too far south.   

 

Alternatively, Figure 3 shows how the data attributes can be garbled - a data point (the 
red dot left of center) represents an impossible speed jump by a heavy fire engine; the 
data shows it accelerating from 30 MPH to over 70 MPH and back to 30 in less than 30 
seconds.  These samples may result from changing satellite constellations or 
hardware/software confusion, but in any case, they demonstrate the potential and need to 
comb through the data to remove errors.  Further, experience has shown that if the 
antenna or power connections work themselves loose in the rough cab environment, no 
data will be collected. 

 



 

Figure 3.  The logged vehicle velocity represented by the red dot left of center displays an 
impossible attribute value. 

 

Radio-Based Real-time Tracking System 
The radio-based real-time tracking system is essentially an Automatic Vehicle Locating 
(AVL) system.  These systems generally work by collecting position information using 
GPS and transmitting it through a communication network to a command center.  AVL 
communications generally are either cellular, satellite or radio-based.  Because the 
cellular coverage is poor in the study area, the satellite communications for the multiple 
resources would be a continuing large charge and there is an existing federal radio 
network that covers the dispatch area, a commercially available tracking system based on 
radio communications was implemented.  This system sends an encoded signal at the end 
of each radio transmission to the radio demodulator at the dispatch communications 
center.  The unit’s position is then updated on a display as well as logged in a text file on 
the computer.  The logged information includes unit ID, time, and location. 

Tracking system data quality: 
The tracking system, being based on GPS, has many of the same problems identified 
above with the GPS (insufficient satellites acquired for an accurate fix).  As well, the 
hardware shipped had engineering problems that were identified, and in some cases 
resolved, by local forest-based radio technical expertise.  The handheld units have not 
been field-tested since they were returned from the manufacturer after recall repairs.  
When working, this data is only collected when a radio transmission occurs, so it will 
identify start and stop points, and to help resolve conflicts in the case of inconsistencies 
between the dispatch record and the GPS logging record.  The handheld units should help 
analyze characteristics of the walking portion of the initial response time. 



GIS Data 
The response time predictors in the model are based on the terrain model and the 
transportation network.   

The Forest Service is developing an enterprise infrastructure database that includes 
standard road information hung on the roads spatial database.  Although there is much 
detail available to be used in this database, it has not been consistently and exhaustively 
implemented.  The road surface type and operational maintenance level are two of the 
required data elements in the database that are more fully and accurately populated. 

Logging road engineering studies have shown that as well as surface type/maintenance 
levels, alinement 1 and slope are good predictors of vehicle speed. i  The Forest Service 
road database implements dynamic segmentation in a standard Arc-INFO coverage 
format where nodes delineate each individual feature and represent intersections.  To 
derive alinement and slope, these segments were disaggregated into ¼-mile pieces as an 
estimate of the length of road of immediate impact to a vehicle.  The disaggregated 
features were then attributed with alinement by creating a ratio of the distance between 
the segment length and the straight line distance between the segment endpoints.  A 
straight road would have a ratio of 1 (the segment length equal to the distance between 
endpoints), while as the road became increasingly curvy and sinuous, it would have a 
much longer segment length compared to the distance between endpoints and the ratio 
would approach 0.  Figure 4 shows the dissected road features and the alinement 
attributes, scaled by 1000 and rounded to integers in this case.   

 

 

                                                 
1 The spelling of “alinement” instead of “alignment” is used here to remain consistent 
with the usage by the engineering community to refer to the ground plan of the road as 
seen in the references. 
 



Figure 4.  Road features dissected (at blue circles) and attributed with alinement. 

 

The slope of the road along the route of travel was determined using the same 
disaggregated segments using an elevation model to determine the elevation of each 
segment endpoint.  The slope of that section of the road was then determined through 
dividing the elevation difference between the endpoints by the segment length. 

Surface type 
Paved roads outside of urban areas usually are engineered for higher speeds than unpaved 
forest roads.  Likewise, gravel roads have more consistent surface and are usually 
engineered for higher speeds than roads constructed from native material.  The surface 
type is also relatively easy information to collect and standardize, which results in a 
relatively well populated (quantity and quality) field in the database. 

Operational Maintenance Level 
This field identifies how to what standard of service the roads will be maintained, 
whether for a high degree of comfort, passenger car travel or in a closed status.  Closure 
of roads can help prevent watershed damage and has become a high priority in many 
areas. 

GIS Data quality: 
The road network is imperfect – although the vast majority of roads have sufficient 
positional accuracy and are in the database, there are some, usually lower quality roads 
that are either not in the spatial database or have inaccurate positions.  Roads that do 
exists spatially, especially beyond administrative boundaries, may not have any, or 
worse, may not be consistent or accurate.  The vast majority of the roads are reasonably 
correct, though.  The elevation models have the standard errors, with some coincidence 
problems (roads not sharing positional coincidence with topography) and occasional 
edgematching problems, once again, usually outside of the study area.  The location 
where the original arcs were split to disaggregate the road segments could have an impact 
on the alinement and slope attributes.  The amount of variation introduced by 
segmentation needs to be examined further. 

Database Preparation 
The firefighting resource ID and time were used to tie the three positional data sources 
together.  Caution had to be used – some of the supplied conversion programs converted 
to local Standard time instead of local Daylight Savings time, leading to an hour lag.  
Likewise, the dispatch record time was near, but not exactly the same as the GPS time.   

LINEGRID was used to convert the attributed GIS linear features (roads/trails) to raster 
data sets.  These rasterized linear features were then grown with the “EXPAND” function 
to allow conflation of the GPS points to the linear features.  This acted similar to a fuzzy 
tolerance to allow for variations in the accuracy of position reporting.   



By examining outliers and change in speeds relative to neighbors, many of the errors in 
the velocity attribute were found and removed from the data set.  Data that was beyond 
tolerance from roads was examined to determine if there was a GPS error that would lead 
to removal of the data from the database, or if the points were simply a valid collection of 
off-road vehicular travel.  Even so, there were errors that will miss correction, such as 
slightly misaligned GPS tracks overlaying intersecting roads. 

Model Creation 
A partial data set was collected from the 2002 field season.  This data set was used to test 
the ability to create the travel model.  Each point (with resource ID, position, velocity 
attributes) had the corresponding GIS data attributes identified with point-on-raster 
overlays.  This database was then transferred to SAS, where a sub sample was used to test 
correlations and build a sample model.  There were not enough dispatched records 
captured in the partial season’s data to allow only dispatched runs to be examined, so all 
data points within the study area were looked at.  The results showed that the greatest 
explanatory power comes from the surface type which showed a high degree of 
colinearity with the operational maintenance levels.  Slope and alinement have lesser, but 
still valid explanatory power.   

Looking at the observed versus predicted speeds (figure 5) shows the great impact of the 
categorical surface types in the “chunkiness” of the predictions.  The high observed 
speeds where low speeds were predicted (upper left of the figure) were often the result of 
data points collected from highway travel that were recorded as closer in the GIS to low 
speed intersecting roads than the highway.  The converse situations (low observed, high 
actual speeds found in the lower right) were found primarily in the more “urban” areas, 
parking lots, and transition areas, such as when turning off the high speed roads. 

 

 
Figure 5. Observed versus predicted speeds using a sample data set. 
 



The travel speed surface shown in figure 6 was derived using the 2002 sample data as a 
test of the procedure.  Anecdotally, it does appear to be representative of the conditions 
and capabilities of the fire fighting resources.  However, the refined data set gathered in 
2003 and on will be used to create a working model based on a broader data set and only 
using the subsample of data from dispatched runs.  

 

 
Figure 6. A travel speed surface developed using a sample data set. 

 

Quick COSTPATH Algorithm 
Using the traditional Arc INFO implementation of COSTDISTANCE can take more than 
an hour to resolve a single answer using the size of the problem here.  Because the travel 
time needs to be determined thousands of times within a simulation model run, a faster 
method of determining minimum duration was developed using a pyramidal hierarchy 
outside of Arc INFO.ii  The pyramidal hierarchy allows coarser levels to be used in the 
intermediate portion of the trip, while the ends drill down to finer resolution.  The speed 
of the estimate using this method is measured in seconds using a raster of 13,000 by 
13,000 cells.  The additional time required to compare response times for multiple 
resources is minimal. 

Conclusion 
The raster based travel time model looks like it will be successful in providing a quick 
and reasonable estimate of initial attack response times.  Additional data to develop the 
model is currently being collected across the Umatilla National Forest to capture the full 
fire seasons through 2003 and beyond.  Additional positional data sources in other 
geographies are being examined to test flexibility of the model.  Analysis and validation 



of the walk- in portion of the model is also being developed.  Also, a more detailed look at 
the characteristics of the quick-COSTPATH technique will be examined. 
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